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       It  was a bright and sunny day in Fresno as students 

 piled in for their engineering statics class.  The teacher

began to lecture on the difficulty of this class and the

need to form study groups in order to succeed. The

students moaned and groaned as they got into study

groups and began to introduce themselves to their

classmates.  

       The monotonous chatter of "Hi,  my name is. . ."  was

murmured throughout the room. The group in the front

consisted of Daisy Mora, Pablo Chavarria,  and a few

other students,  all  contemplating why they took a class

this early in the morning. In their conversation (which

currently had little to do with statics),  they decided to

meet for their first study session to discuss goals and

plans for future classwork. 
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Chapter 2
      Two days after their first statics class,  Daisy and

Pablo's study group decided to meet in a study room in

the Fresno State Library. There was just one problem.. . .

Daisy was no where to be seen. The group mates

contemplated moving on without her and catching her

up later,  or simply waiting for her.  Just as they decided

to move on, the door slammed open.

 

"I  am so sorry everyone! I  just came from my part time

job at concrete ready mix company and I thought I could

get here in time!" exclaimed Daisy.

 

    Relieved that she was okay and impressed at her skills

to carry out a part time job, the students began their

studying. Amidst the studying, there was some giggling

and jokes,  but Daisy was as focused as a doctor giving

surgery. Pablo noticed this about Daisy and quickly took

note that he could not be a distraction to her and had to

remain focused as well.

 



Chapter 3
      Study, study, study. That's all Daisy and Pablo would

do. Pablo could always be found in the computer lab

studying or doing homework, while Daisy was either

busy working at her part time job or in the computer lab

as well.

     Finally,  after non-stop work, both Daisy and Pablo

decided to let loose a bit and start hanging out and

joining clubs. They both joined Students in Construction

(SIC) as well as Sigma Lambda Chi.  They even went out

with their mutual friend group to get sushi,  hang out in

the Tower District,  and meet up at friends' houses on the

weekend. At this point,  Daisy and Pablo had formed an

unbreakable friendship that some people thought could

have been more than just a friendship. 

       Time went on and Daisy, Pablo, and their friend

group made countless memories together. In a blink of

an eye, their college career was coming to an end, it  was

already their last semester before graduation. It was at



their last CM Banquet where Daisy and Pablo talked and

talked and talked and talked .  Then, before anyone knew

what happened, Daisy and Pablo magically became

boyfriend and girlfriend.

 

       Both Daisy and Pablo had some of the best moments

of their lives leading up to graduation, until the job

offers came out.  Daisy was hired at a company she had

previously interned with: SJ Amoroso in Los Angles,  and

Pablo was hired at Kiewit in Bakersfield. Pablo and

Daisy decided to dedicate themselves to a long distance

relationship which was a struggle (but also not really

because there was lots of laughing and love).  This

occurred for a year and a half until Pablo got a phone

call that would change his life.



"Hello,  is this Mr. Chavarria?"

"Yes.  How may I help you?"

"Due to the opening of a position in the LA area, we

would like to relocate you."

 

 

It  was a dream come true! Daisy and Pablo immediately

moved in together and started their new life together.In

April 2018, 10.5 years after they started dating, Pablo

and Daisy got married. As of June 2019, they have two

daughters,  Sofia who is 6 years old and Penelope who is

5 years old.

 

Daisy and Pablo both agree that by being in the same

field has strengthened their relationship because they

understand the demands of their profession in the

industry. Furthermore, they can both push each other to

be the best they can possibly be every single day.







"The best love is the kind that awakens the soul;
that makes us reach for more ,  that plants the fire

in our hearts and brings peace to our minds .
That's what I hope to give you forever" - The

Notebook


